
Supplementary information B3 

Heritage and the Built Environment 

Defining Heritage 

In SDC, A Heritage Strategy For Stroud District, Valuing our historic environment and 
assets, SPA February 2018, in which priority is given to the built heritage, a quota-
tion from the International Cultural Tourism Charter ICOMOS, Dec.2002, states that 
heritage has an important/positive role in socio-economic growth (through 
tourism): 

• Heritage is a broad concept and includes the natural as well as the cultural 
environment. It encompasses landscapes, historic places, sites and built envi-
ronments, as well as bio-diversity, collections, past and continuing cultural 
practices, knowledge and living experiences. 

• The particular heritage and collective memory of each locality or community is 
irreplaceable and an important foundation for development, both now and 
into the future. 

The Built Heritage in Horsley 

The built heritage incorporates the linear nature of settlement development, the 
dispersed character of the hamlets and the historic features of the domestic and 
non-domestic structures of the rural settlements and their outliers, boundary fea-
tures, as well as the setting of listed buildings. 

Often understated, the character of hamlet settlements and outliers that have 
grown up around ancient farmsteads are specially valued features of the lime-
stone settled valleys, also the steep stone-tiled roof-scapes, street frontages and 
drystone walls that are typical of Cotswold limestone building practice, whether 
within the curtilage of ancient manor houses and farms with threshing barns or the 
tiny, mostly non-designated workers’ cottages. The character and charm of set-
tlements, the traces of archaeological sites and the textile industry, the mills, mill-
streams and ponds as summarised in the full account of the History of Horsley 
(Supplementary Information B1) are all attractions for visitors. 

The built heritage includes a substantial number of Grade II listed buildings, many 
of which date from the 17th century. There are 41 listed heritage sites in the Parish 
of Horsley dating from the Anglo Saxon Lechmore Long Barrow between Barton 
End and the Ledgemore valley to the Telephone Box in the village centre. 18 
houses are listed as assets, spread across the hamlets which characterise the her-
itage of the parish. 
  



It is noted that about a third of the residential and non-residential buildings desig-
nated as Grade II listed are in the very old hamlet of Barton End; other significant 
sites are at Nupend, Tickmorend and Downend.(Supplementary Information B2 
Heritage Listed Assets) and (Supplementary Information H3 Map - English Heritage). 

Non-designated Heritage Assets 

There are a number of very old weaver, farm and artisan’s cottages that are not 
listed but which contain significant period features such as stone mullioned win-
dows with hood moulds or wood mullioned windows or sash windows. Other fea-
tures include old stone spiral staircases, chimney stacks, doorways, plank doors, 
early roof carpentry, old stone roof tiles. These features can be overlooked and 
destroyed in modern renovation. Some are illustrated in the Plan, Section 8 Her-
itage and the Built Environment. Many of the original cottages, former terraces or 
semi-detached dwellings have now been amalgamated into single detached 
homes, but aspects of their original character that are still discernible should be 
conserved. 
In addition there are some buildings that listing does not cover that have a partic-
ular place in Horsley’s history, for instance, The Priory, on the site of the old priory 
and prison, more recently used for Council offices (see our listing below) and now 
a private development. Also the Prison Wall, at the site of the old priory, which ap-
pears in the1838 map of Horsley, see map detail. Both are illustrated in Section 8 of 
the Plan. According to the Heritage Environment Report (HER) for Gloucestershire, 
List Number 14412 description, the prison was: 
  
“Designed in response to John Howards report on the state of the English prison 
system in 1783. 5 prisons founded or reconstructed in Gloucestershire under an 
Act of 1785. It was designed by William Blackburn and built between 1787 and 
1791.” 

Horsley prison had a layout similar to that of the model Old Prison or House of 
Correction at Northleach, which is much more fully preserved and now used as 
a Heritage Centre. Horsley prison closed in 1878. All that remains of the old prison 
is the imposing feature of the back perimeter wall to the North-west. There is a 
vestige of the Eastern wall (cut stone) remaining length of approximately 20 me-
tres and about 1.5 metres high.  

The site of the old prison in Horsley (in 1838), located 
below field 135 and shown in relation to St Martin’s 
Church and the centre ‘Cross’ of Horsley (just to the 
North). 



Archaeology 

Archaeological sites (selective list - our numbering) 
Monuments in Horsley Parish which were scheduled under the Ancient 
Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 1979 as amended, and, accord-
ing to the Secretary of State, defined as of national importance: 

1) Barton End Farm earthworks at ST 84673 97516 also referred to as Enoch’s 
Hill Camp. 
 
List Number: 1002096 (ST 847975)  

Location 

"  

According to the Historic Environment Report (HER) for Gloucestershire Area 473, 
the earthworks are the probable site of a medieval to post medieval farmstead. 
The site is illustrated in Section 8 of the Plan. 



2) Lechmore long barrow at ST 86046 97832 Long barrow 675m south west of 
Brandhouse Farm. 
List Number: 1002114 

From Historic England https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/
1002114: 
‘Long barrows were constructed as earthen or drystone mounds with flanking 
ditches and acted as funerary monuments during the Early and Middle Neo-
lithic periods (3400-2400 BC). They represent the burial places of Britain's early 
farming communities and, as such, are amongst the oldest field monuments 
surviving visibly in the present landscape. Where investigated, long barrows 
appear to have been used for communal burial, often with only parts of the 
human remains having been selected for interment. Certain sites provide 
evidence for several phases of funerary monument preceding the barrow 
and, consequently, it is probable that long barrows acted as important ritual 
sites for local communities over a considerable period of time. Some 500 ex-
amples of long barrows and long cairns, their counterparts in the uplands, are 
recorded nationally. As one of the few types of Neolithic structure to survive 
as earthworks, and due to their comparative rarity, their considerable age 
and their longevity as a monument type, all long barrows are considered to 
be important’.   
 
‘Despite partial early excavation the long barrow 675m south west of Brand-
house Farm survives comparatively well and will contain archaeological and 
environmental evidence relating to its construction, longevity, territorial signi-
ficance, social organisation, funerary and ritual practices and overall land-
scape context’. 

 

https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1002114
https://historicengland.org.uk/listing/the-list/list-entry/1002114


3) Lechmore round barrows 
List Number: 1003245 
Grid references: ST 86002 97512, ST 86050 97705 

"  

4) Roman tombstone location 

According to the Historic Environment Report (HER) for Gloucestershire Area 2890 
“A Roman gabled tombstone of C2 was found in situ in Horsley Wood near Hart-
ley c 1835. Dimensions 26in by 44in & is inscribed "D(is) M(anibus) Iul(ia) Ingenvil la 
V(i) X(it) an(nos) XXm(enses) Vd(ies) XXVIIII"; translated "To the spirits of the de-
parted: Julia Ingenvilla lived 20 years 5 months 29 days" Now on loan to Stroud 
Museum”. 

5) Site of old Priory founded at Horsley in the reign of William I, Priory fields, Hors-
ley.  

In 1999 there was an archaeological evaluation by Gloucestershire County Coun-
cil Archaeological Service: “Substantial deposits of limestone rubble were identi-
fied across the whole site, representing the demolition of Horsley Gaol and the 
landscaping of the site during the construction of the house which has occupied 
the site since the 1880s. Five trenches were excavated and in three of them wall 
foundations and floors associated with post medieval materials and pottery 



were excavated. Two trenches revealed deposits which predated the gaol and 
may relate to Horsley Priory”. (HER records). 

HER also notes: “The priory at Horsley was founded during the reign of William I 
(1066-1087) as a cell of the Benedictine abbey of St Martin at Trouarn in Nor-
mandy. It was in a ruinous state in 1375 and closed by 1380 when a vicarage 
was ordained on the site. A medieval chapel and gateway were still standing in 
the C18 but nothing now remains above ground. Building stone is thought to 
have been reused in the Bell and Castle Inn and Bannitree Cottage, Nailsworth. 
Windows dated to the C14 in Chavenage house chapel are thought to have 
come from the priory.”  

6) The Priory  

HER 14412 description:-  

“The gaol was believed to have been totally demolished in the 1880s with only 
its perimeter wall being retained. A house - Horsley Priory - replacing the gaol in 
the middle of the grounds. Though the house appears to belong to the 1880s it 
retains some fabric and detailing which belonged to the gaol. The house ap-
pears to have reused parts of the gaol, including oculi in the roof and barred 
window openings in the cellar.” 

7) Stone Stiles 
A number of these are recorded by HER, and one is illustrated in Section 8 of the 
Plan. 

8) Industrial Archaeology: Woollen mills, Mill ponds etc 

Sheep Washes quoted in Derek Hurst  ‘Sheep washing has long been a traditional 
rural practice which had several beneficial effects, such as making the shearers’ 
job a lot more pleasant, and also making the resulting wool a better quality 
product, for which a higher price might be expected’…  The sheep washes were 
usually constructed from dressed stone. As an example of size the sheep washes of 
a circular design are usually around 5m in diameter and 1.7m deep. Sheep washes 
were still being constructed into the 19th century’. 

Two are listed for Horsley in: Survey of sheepwash sites in the Cotswolds.  In 
Gloucestershire Society for Industrial Archaeology Journal for 2003 pages 62-64: 

Horsley 115 Grid ref: ST 8486 9612. Shape: circular derelict 
Horsley 70  Grid ref ST 8420 9820. Shape:  square intact 



An additional sheep wash has been recently (2014) identified on the northern 
boundary of a Tickmorend field at ST 843985.  Shape: circular derelict. 

Woollen Mills. According to HER entry 19847/7:- 

“There are records of mills in the Horsley valley dating to the 13th century and it is 
recorded that fish farming was practised in the valley by a group of Norman 
monks. One of the mills described as being located "at the eastern end of Dow-
nend Hamlet", and which "may have been used in the cloth industry in 1840 when 
a house at the site belonged to Peter Playne", is almost certainly the present site of 
The Mill House. The existing dwelling may embody at least part of the former mill 
known earlier as Downend Mill - it is marked on Bryant's Map (1824) together with 
the pond immediately downstream.  

Park Wood Lake and environs. Parkwood Lake (as recorded locally in 2019) is 
downstream from the area undergoing Natural Flood Management, which is west 
of Hartley Bridge. The site of the Mill and its workings are recorded by HER. Other 
old mill sites are downstream and include Horsley Mill which appears in HER re-
cords. 

HER 18448 description is as follows:- 

“Parkwood Lake, as it is now known, lies in the Horsley Valley to the south-east of Hors-
ley Village. The former Hartleybridge Mill was situated at the northern end of the lake. A 
planning application has been submitted to refurbish the lake for conservation and 
amenity purposes. Some 80-85% of the lake is silted up and overgrown with trees, 
weed, reed and rushes. The remaining free water surface area is of minimal depth - 0.3 
- 0.5m except during periods of high storm water run-off. It is fed by a stream which me-
anders through the system to discharge via a sluice at the downstream, northerly end. 

18448/1:- 

The lake is normally 200m long and 35m wide. At the upstream (southern) end are the 
remains of a concrete/stone sluice built to hold boards that could regulate water levels. 
At the downstream end (northern) there is a reinforced concrete wall which incorporates 
sluice facilities for 2 sets of boards and has the date 1932 cast in the concrete crest. 

18448/2:- 

A mill was recorded at Horsley in 1086 and three were recorded on the Manor in the 

13th century - it is not known if Hartleybridge Mill was one of these. Bryant's map of 
Gloucestershire also records 3 mills and the upstream site is likely to be that of Hartley-



bridge. The Tythe map for Horsley of 1841 describes the area of Parkwood Lake as Up-
per Mead; Lower Mead being that area downstream of the mill. The name suggests 
meadow or pasture land. The mill pond and leat are shown separately as they also ap-
pear on the 1885 map where the mill, described as a corn mill, is shown at the northern 
end of the present lake at the modern grid ref of ST841980. Also clearly shown on this 
map is the former mill pond and the leat supplying it. 

The area now known as Parkwood Lake is clearly shown as an elongated depression 
with a narrow tongue extension at the N end. the line of the natural stream is shown 
passing through it but there is no indication that it was by this time either a lake or pond. 
The 1901 OS map only shows the boundary where the mill building was and the legend 
indicating Hartleybridge Mill is also absent but the mill pond and sluice are indicated and 
the leat is still clearly shown. 

There is nothing to indicate the existence of a mill or its boundaries by 1922/3 series OS 
map. The boundary of the former mill pond and leat are still clear but the legend for the 
former is omitted. 

Commercial activity ceased at Hartleybridge Mill c.1900 and by 1901 the mill would ap-
pear to have been demolished - probably for use elsewhere. There is no debris to sug-
gest a long period of dereliction and currently the location of the mill is purely conjectur-
al. The mill pond has been infilled but its edges are still defined and the floor of the leat 
is now used as an unofficial footpath. 

It is clear that serious attempts were made in 1932, possibly before, to create a lake in 
the area previously described as the Upper Mead. This would appear not to have been 
wholly successful and local knowledge maintains that there had always been a problem 
maintaining water to a sufficient depth. 

Thomas Hanks a broadweaver built a mill near the house he bought in 1801. In 1809 it 
is described as the mill at Harley Wood and it was bought by Richard Aldridge of 
Nailsworth in 1810. It was for sale in 1820 with two wool preparation machines. William 
Ashmead, clothier, apparently bought the site in 1819 but no mill is mentioned. {Source 
Work 12704.}.”


